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EDITORIALS

Tell It Like It Is

On October 3, 1863 , President Abraham
Lincoln proclaimed that the last Thursday
in November would be observed as Thanksgiving Day. This was an important step in
the transition of what had been a local and
regional event to a public , national holiday .
But it seems almost incredible that in the
midst of a great civil war anyone in this
divided and tension-torn country could find
much for which to be thankful.
And now-105
years later-Americans
will be called upon to set aside a Day of
Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving for what? The
war in Vietnam? The color gap? The generation gap? Crime and violence? Poverty?
The problems are real , and the critic s are
many. But even so, if we tell it like it is.
every American must tell also of blessings.
Honesty demands that we speak of the problems , but it also demands that we acknowledge the progress achieved toward the
democratic goals which inspired our forefathers and which continue to be valued in
our society.
The same point can be made with respect
to the church and her mission . There are
NOVEMBER
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problems , and MISSION has given space to
those which are critical. Not everyone is
agreed as to what the problems are. Some
think that the primary problem is liberalism;
others think it is legalism. Some think it is
creeping denominationalism or the leaping
social gospel. Some think the problem lies
with the aging establishment preachers ,
while others point to the far out , young intellectuals. Whatever the problems are , there
is at least widespread agreement that there
are problems. And the critics-of
various
stripes-are
many.
But if we tell it like it is, all of us must
acknowledge the blessings also. After all,
it is still true that God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself. And it is still
true that in Christ there are manifold blessings which we enjoy as individual Christians
and as churches. The critic is tempted to
limit his vision to the problem areas. But
honestly demands that we report the wider
vision .
For the early Christians every Sunday was
a Thanksgiving Day. One way that they
described the Lord 's Supper was by the
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Greek word , eucharistia , literally , "thanksgiving." Despite the persecutions , despite
the heresies , despite the individual and
social problems of all sorts-despite
all this ,
each Sunday the early Christians gave

thanks. Christ died. He is risen! Praise God!
Although we should not play the ostrich
and ignore the problems, we should be
honest enough to tell it like it is-including
the blessings.
-RBW

Love It or Leave It?

"America: Love It or Leave It." These are
the words one reads on numerous bumper
stickers around Cincinnati , and perhaps
elsewhere in the nation. The sentiment is
nice , but the logic is faulty. These bumper
stickers have been promoted
publicly
against the critics of government policy at
home and abroad with the either / or choice:
love America as it is, or get out!
Suppose we apply this logic to the home.
Should the father be confronted with the
choice: love your family as it is, or leave it?
Is it not possible that a father, motivated
by love for his family , will criticize his children and attempt to correct them?
But there are those who would apply this
logic to the church: love the church as it is
or get out! The assumption is made that the

STATEMENT

true lover of the church , as Shakespeare
said , will not " admit impediments." It is
assumed that the critic is no lover, but a
destroyer.
Since we recognize the sinfulness of man
and his capacity for perversity , we will grant
that some critics may well be destroyers.
But we deny that all critics are destroyers.
Many critics are motivated precisely by the
love of God, the love of Christ , the love of
the church and the love of the Bible.
It is one thing to disagree with a critic , to
argue that he has mis-read the Scriptures
or employed faulty logic or even to say that
he is limited in his vision and overlooks the
good ( see above.) But it is quite another
thing to impugn his motives and issue the
ultimatum : love it or leave it.
-RBW
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LIVING

DANGEROUSLY-BY

DESIGN

Seekers Are The Ones Who Find
PRENTICE

A. MEADOR,

Thomas Carlyle insists that the ultimate
question life puts to each of us is "Wilt thou
be a hero or a coward?" And I agree.
But I find the question more manageable
in my own life transposed from its judgmental form of "hero" or "coward" to its
more functional phrasing "Will you be a
seeker or a hider?" I mean by this: "Is my
prevailing tendency to reach out toward life
to affirm it or to hold back from life, waiting for it to affirm me?" Is my prevailing
mood more like that of the enthusiast who
says, "Ask and ye will receive; seek and ye
will find," or like that of the pessimist who's
lifelong philosophy was summarized in the
sentence he had inscribed on his tombstone:
"I expected this , and here I am."
That it makes a powerful difference
whether we are seekers or hiders, who
would deny? How many of us can remember the game of "Hide and Seek"? Most of
us can because most of us played it. All
players but one go out and hide. The one
who remains at the base is "it." His job is
to seek out the others , who are hiding, be-

JR.

fore they can sneak back "safe" to base.
But every group of children has occasionally
had the hilarious experience of having the
game abruptly end. Why? Because, in the
confusion of the dusky evening, all the players-every single one of them-have gone
out to hide! Not one of them has remained
at the base as "it"! And as soon as that
happens-as soon as there is no seekerthe game is over.

. . . the heroic and the bes .t
So it is in the hide-and-seek game of real
life. But there the stakes are so much higher
that the absence of seekers is never funny,
but always tragic. Take, for example, a
marriage that has come on evil times. If, in
that situation, both mates turn into "hiders,"
each waiting for the other to do the seeking
out, reconciliation becomes nothing but a
forlorn hope, smothered by the stubborn
stalemate of fear. "Heaven knows I don't
want a divorce," declared the wife in one
such instance reports Bonaro Overstreet. "I

PRE TICE A. MEADOR, JR. is an Assistant Professor of Speech at the University of California at
Los Angeles and the Assistant Editor of Power for Today.
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will not beg him to come back; I've been
hurt too often for that. But if he'll make the
first move , you 'll find me quick enough to
go halfway. " The husband , meanwhile ,
stated his case: "Sure, I'd give it another
whirl. When I married Helen , I intended to
play for keeps; but she's got to let me know
that's what she wants. I'm not giving her
any more free chances to kick me in the
teeth. "
How often just such stubborn stalemates
of fear on the international level stall any
chance for peace or reconciliation. Someone
years ago cleverly suggested that disarmament is quite a fancy party at which no one
wants to arrive until everyone else is already there. That move could precipitate
doom in our time. As long as nations seek
arrangements
for responsible cease-fire
truces, there is hope. To the degree that
nations begin to hide from some such settlement, the chances of torturous conflict
escalating into global catastrophe could be
almost overwhelming.
So, you see, not just in its curious effects
upon a ,:;hildren's game , but in the most
intimate matter of your personal life, as
well as in the grim specifics of historical
reality, there is a quality of the ultimate
about the question that life puts to each
one of us: "Will you be a seeker or a hider?"
With so much at stake it would appear ,
therefore , that one of the fundamental assignments handed to us by our time is to do
everything we possibly can to overcome the
shortage of seekers in our society , beginning with ourselves. Yet it is not as easy as
it sounds; the pressures upon us to make us
want to turn into hiders are numerous , and
the devices that enable us to hide are plentiful. They are always as available as the
nearest liquor store , as undemanding as the
latest prescription of tranquilizers , or as
socially acceptable as being so filled with
busyness about little, superficial problems
that we never have time to deal with our
real problems. No wonder that against such
odds ( as Paul . Tillich suggests) it takes
courage just to be. And to be-and to con6 [134}

tinue to be-a seeker rather than a hider
calls up the heroic and the best in us.

. . . as risky as to live
What, then, is to encourage us to stand
against all of the pressures that would send
us into hiding and to continue as seekers
instead? I am convinced that we must begin at the point of honestly and openly
accepting the fact that life offers no reward
without proportionate risk. Every "promised land " worth possessing in life is guarded
by jealous giants.
Physical life itself is such a promised
land. From the precarious moment of conception , to the hazardous business of being
born , and finally that vast adventure of
dying , physical life is an uninterrupted series
of uncertainties , filled with contests with
opponents. Those opponents appear sometimes in forms as alluring as a cloud of
whipped cream on a wedge of pecan pie or
as angry as germs inflaming a puncture
wound. But whatever their form , they contend with us over physical wholeness and
health.
But to learn is as risky as to live. New
pilots of airplanes tell us nothing is quite
as exhilarating as those first few moments
of solo flight, or quite as frightening either.
If most of us had keen recall, we possibly
would remember with similar feelings those
first two successive steps we took as faltering infants. So shall it ever be: to widen the
range of our skills , we are forced to accept
the embarrassment of our limitations; to
expand the range of our knowledge , we must
expose the raw nerves of our ignorance.
But if living and learning are risky , what
then shall we say about loving? Jean Paul
Sartre , in his play No Exit has Garcin declare, "Hell is other people!" And there is
just such a dark side to our togetherness.
The fears that tear us most deeply beneath
our surface and come closest to turning
even the brave amon~ us into cowardly
hiders are iust those fears which arrive out
of our interpersonal relationships. But the
MISSION

threats are in proportion to what is at stake.
For whether they be "hell" or not , "hell "
is not all "other people. " They just happen
to be the most important single other c'omponent in our lives. For nothing else matters quite as much in life as to be loved
and to love: to feel deep down inside that
we are valued, affirmed , considered of
worth not because of what we have or even
because of what we do but just because of
who we are. This is the central meaning of
existence. Loving, quite like living and
learning, is a prize worth possessing. But to
claim its rewards , one has to expose himself
to its risks.

. . . the predicament
a hider

of

But if this were all there was to say, it
might make sense for all of us to become
hiders. As a matter of fact , hiders are seekers who have been hurt by just these risks
of reaching out. But seekers are seekers who
have been hurt by the risks of reaching but
who also have faced up to a second fact:
hiding is just as dangerous as seeking. You
cannot run away from the risks of life
simply by turning your back upon its rewards.
A favorite phrase we frequently use about
"playing safe" says this precisely. Most of
the time the people who "play it safe" are
doing exactly that: they are playing. As
Ashley Montagu has warned , "To be human
is to be in danger." And this is our predicament, whether hiding or seeking.
In his short story "The Burrow ," Kafka
tells of an animal who enjoys some degree
of security in the seclusion of his burrow;
but the seclusion disappears when he reflects
on the fact that the two exits from the burrow , which represent his means of escape ,
may also be used as entrances. What if some
nameless enemy were to come looking for
him? He decides , therefore , to build a number of other tunnels. But each of them ,
which provides an alternate exit , at the same
time increases the number of entrances for
NOVEMBER
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the enemies who might oome looking for
him.
Such is the haunting predicament of every
human being who tries to become a hider.
Every form of running away from life contains within itself its own risks that may
seem at the beginning to be much less demanding but prove , in the end , to be much
more disastrous.
Every Monday morning we who are parents open the papers with trepidation. A
story of a group of teenagers riding in a
convertible being killed does not appear to
be reassuring. Momentarily we find ourselves wishing for some lost Eden of protection against such perils. If only we could
grow our offspring in pleasant sanctuaries
of antiseptic safety. But even if such a
sterile vacuum were available , would it
really be desirable? For is not over-protection of offspring as great a hazard to human
wholeness as overexposure? Never to have
the chance to climb is, in the end , as fatal
as the fall.
How relentlessly this principle runs
through , not just the physical aspects of
our health and wholeness , but the emotional
and spiritual aspects as well. In his brilliant
book The Four Love s, C. S. Lewis has said
this in summary fashion:
To love at all is to be vulnerable. Love
anything , and your heart will certainly be
wrung and , possibly , be broken. If you
want to make sure of keeping it intact ,
you must give your heart to no one , not
even to an animal. Wrap it carefully
round with hobbies and little luxuries.
A void all entanglements. Lock it up safe ,
in a casket or coffin of your selfishness .
But , in that casket-s afe, dark , motionless, airless-your
heart will change . It
will not be broken. It will become unbreakable , impenetrable , irredeemable."
Running away from life's rewards might
make sense , therefore , if it were not for the
fact that hiding is as dangerous as seeking.
But as long as that is the case , it seems to
make sense to live dangerously-by design,
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not by default. By this I mean that we
should estimate our resources accurately
and then spin them to the hilt , laying them
on the line in the direction of the best
prizes we think life offers , regardless of the
pain and cost involved.
•

. . . total involvement
What , then , will keep us from hiding and
give us the nerve to go on seeking? Remember that hiding is just as hazardous as seeking, that you cannot run away from the
risks of life simply by turning away from
its rewards. It makes sense, therefore , to
live dangerously by design , not by default ,
expending our energies into the direction of
life's greatest rewards , not away from its
risks. But beneath and beyond all of this ,
seeking means to commit our living, our
learning and our loving confidently into

God 's hands , assured that brave or scared ,
seeking or finding , we belong to him. Jesus
describ ed such faith m parable and in person. He found the courage to knock , to ask
and to seek, no altogether within himself
He had confidence in the nature of the God
who had given him life and in who 's providence were all the risks and all the rewards ,
as well as the resources of his being. It was
in this sense of total involvement with a
dependable God of justice and mercy, of
truth and love, that Jesus found his capacity
to be courageous enough to seek after life
and that more abundantly. With total faith
in God , we will never ask, "What's in it for
me? " But we will ask a parallel question ,
" What's in me for it?" Augustine acknowledged this , "Without God 's energies, man
cannot; but without man 's efforts, God will
not."

We are anxious to hear what the public opm1on polls tell us , especialy if there is an
election in the offing. Thi s is fine if it merely indicates which party is ahead and where
the weak spots of the campaign are to be found. But if we go on to assume that the
majority opinion automatically decides the right and wrong of an issue , we are certainly
confused . History shows too many times where the majority led a society over the abyss
and where the truth was to be found in a minority report.

Fresh Every Morning
Gerald Kennedy

To put it in its simplest form , people expect their minister to be serious but not solemn;
unworldly but possessed of some practical sense; wise but not smart; gentle but not effeminate; poor but not a pauper; unctuous but not pompous; neat but not natty; diligent but
not ambitious; upright in his own conduct but not censorious of theirs; forthright but tactful; affable but reserved.
Perhaps the best single word to describe the flavor of personality one must strive to
achieve is "pious."

How to Become a Bishop Without Being Religious
Charles Merrill Smith
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GOD

AND

THE

CHURCH

Which God

1s

Dead?

ROY BOWEN WARD

God is dead.
This is the cry heard throughout the land
today. It is not new proclamation. The
phrase belongs to Friedrich Nietzsche , the
19th century philosopher. But it is proclaimed today with a new vigor-and
in a
somewhat different circle , that is, within the
circle of Christian theology.
What are we to make of this?
Some scoff and say that this is just a new
form of atheism, and atheism is not new at
all. But we should not be too quick in dismissing the new radical theology. At least ,
we should not dismiss it until we have
attempted to understand why men in our
day honestly express their own experiencein this case , the experience of the death of
God. We may affirm that God is very much
alive; but if we are to be responsible Christians in our world today , we need to understand what it is that makes some proclaim
that God is dead.

. . . a particular

kind of atheist

Consider first of all Albert Camus , the late
French author and winner of the 1957

Nobel Prize for literature. Harvey Cox
characterizes Camus:
For Camus there was an unavoidable contradiction between the existence of God
and human responsibility. He had to be
an atheist. But every atheist must be a
particular kind of atheist. He must disbelieve in some particular God. Camus
was plainly a classical "Christian atheist. "
He found the God of orthodox Christian
theology irreconcilable with human freedom and justice. 1
Camus' position comes out quite clearly
in his novel , The Plague. When the plague
struck the Algerian city of Oran , orthodox
Christianity , represented by Fr. Paneloux ,
was plainly ineffective. Of course , medical
science , represented by Dr. Rieux , was also
ineffective. It was a situation that was, in
the final analysis, absurd. Dr. Rieux says:
Oh I know it's an absurd situation , but
we're all involved in it, and we've got to
accept it as it is. 2
In this absurd situation , God was no help.
Man , at least , tried to do something about
the plague-man,
exercising freedom and
sensitive to justice. Thus Camus concludes ,

ROY BOWE
WARD is an Assistant Profe ssor of Religion at Miami Univ ersity at Oxford , Ohio , and
Editor of MISSION. Thi s articl e is adapt ed from a lectur e pr esent ed in a series for th e Church of
Chri st in Dubuque , Iowa.
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How can there

be a personal

with a God who is scarcely

ll

relationship
person

"There are more things to admire in men
than to despise. "::
But Cox emphasizes: "Ca mus was a
particular kind of atheist. The God he rejected . . . is the God of traditional Christian theism. " Cox goes on to draw a distinction between what he calls the traditional God of Christian theism and the biblical God. But what is the difference? Certainly traditional theists would think that it
is one and the same God. And yet I believe
that there is at least one rather fundamental
difference between the concept of the traditional Christian God and that of the biblical
God-a difference worth noting.
1

. . . an unchangeable

God

Before the beginning of the church Greek
philosophical speculation had reached the
point of describing God in terms of absolute perfection-a
perfection that was so
absolute that it ruled out any notion of
change in God. The logic of this philosophical position was expressed classically ,
for example , by Sall us ti us:
God is good , free from passion , free from
change. For whatever suffers changes does
so for the worse or the better; if for the
worse , it was made bad; if for the better.
it must have been bad at first:'
This concept of God is one in which the
transcendence ( or otherness) of God is
stressed to the nth degree . Change is part
and parcel of humanity and history. Everything that man experiences changes. But
God-as
absolute
perfection-can
not
change. He is the opposite of man and history and the world. He is totally "other."
This Greek philosophical view of God
was congenial to many of the fathers of

10 [138]

at all?

the church in the second, third and fourth
centuries. They assumed without argument
that God is unch angeable . But these early
Christian fathers had a problem on their
hands. For example, Origen , the noted
Christian philosopher / theologi an of the second and third centuries , assumed that God
was unchangeable . But he also read in his
Bible statements about God changing his
mind and having passions (which implies
change). What to do? Origen solved his
problem in much the same way that the
Greek philosophers solved their problem of
interpreting Homer 's stories about the gods.
Origen interpreted these biblical statements
allegorically, thereby preserving the fundamental doctrine of the changelessness of
God.
In Origen 's day , this may have been reassuring. The whole Mediterranean world
in that day had lost faith in man and this
world. Many people-Christian
and pagan
alike-viewed the world as a bad joke , not
worth much bother. " To believe in a perfect ,
unchangeable God-above
it all-was
reassuring.
But the answer to their situation-this
concept of God-was not conducive to the
idea that God might be or becomes involved
in the affairs of man in the world. How can
changeable man have anything to do with
an unchangeabl e God? How can there be
a personal relationship with a God who is
scarcely like a person at all?
The concept of God with which most of
us have grown up is this traditional concept ,
a concept that became orthodox in the early
centuries of Christianity. We have assumed-with
the pagan Sallustius and the
Christian Origen-that
God is perfect ,
transcendent and, therefore , unchangeable.
MISSION

But modern man is not quite as negative
about change as were the Christian fath ers
and the pagans of that day. We may sing
Change and decay in all around I see,
0 Thou who changest not, abide with
me;6
but I doubt that we take it too seriously.
In the 20th century change means progress,
especially in America. Ours is a land built
upon change: changing a wilderness into a
civilization; changing poor emigrants into a
prosperous middle class; changing arid land
into fertile, crop-producing fields; changing
the potential of wild rivers into electrical
power; changing slums, changing working
conditions and all the rest. To be sure, some
change is decay; but modern man takes this
kind of decaying change as his task , daring
to reverse the direction from decay to
progress.
Today, lack of change means status
quo-and status quo is not a virtue.
The traditional Christian God appears to
many to be a status quo God , above it all,
uninvolved . Conversely , the people who
worship this God often appear as those who
drag their feet.
This is the case in C::imus' novel, The
Plague. Fr . Paneloux piously preaches about
his God while men, women and children
are suffering and dying of t,e plague. Dr.
Rieux 's medicine does not stop the plague,
but at least Dr. Rieux and other less pious
people are out trying to do something. Dr.
Rieux is free , but Fr. Paneloux is bound to
his unchangeable , untouchable God.
I think that one thing that Camus is
trying to say is that this kind of Christian
God-the traditional God , above it all-is
useless to man when there is work to be
done , that this kind of God inspires nothing
in man to be admired. Therefore , why believe in this God? Perhaps this God once
lived and was meaningful to man , but now
this God is dead.

. . . a God on the move
I say this God-because I think Camus
is thinking about a particular concept of
NOVEMBER
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God which has been traditional in Christian
circles for a long time. But I'm not so sure
that this God is quite the same as another
God about whom we might speak. This is
Cox's point when he says of Camus:
The God he rejected , rightly I believe, is
the God of traditional Christian theism.
But I believe both Camus ' rejection and
the Christian defense of this God are misplaced. Both Camus ' atheism and Christian theism stem from a deficient doctrine
of God , itself a remnant of the metaphysical era. They arise because of a
concept of God that is not biblical but
essentially Platonic or Aristotelian. i
Another concept of God , Cox suggests, is
the biblical concept. But what is it? How
does it differ from the traditional concept?
Fundamentally, it is a concept of God
which does not rule out change. In fact, it
is a concept in which change is important
and a virtue.
Change is to be noted in the first place
in the creation story of Genesis 1 where
God chooses to create a world . The distinctive view of Genesis i can be seen if
we compare it with Sallustius, the pagan
philosopher who argued so strenuously that
God does not change. Sallustius' logic led
him to deny that God is creator, for if God
created , he would have to do something, and
doing implies change. Therefore, Sallustius
argues that the world is simply eternal, and
that God is not a creator. Not so in Genesis
1. God creates. He does something. He does
it progressively , step by step ( that is, day
by day).
.
"Change in all around I see" -but not
decay.
This biblical God is one who, having created
man , enlists man in the creating process.
He places man as lord of the world with
the command to subdue the earth and have
dominion over it. He allows man to give to
the animals their names , thus allowing man
to sh&.re in the creating activity .
God and man , from the earliest chapters
of Genesis , are in a partnership; "covenant"
is the biblical term for it. And this is char-
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acteristic of this God throughout th,e Bible.
This is the God who by his · free will becomes involved in the flux of history, in the
changing affairs of man. It is a God who
enters into covenant relationship with man,
expecting man to display covenant loyalty
and to enter freely into the work that is to
be done.
The covenants come and go, each new
one making the older one obsolete. God
changes in his dealings with men. He dealt
with the patriarchs in one way. Then he
made a new covenant with the people under
Moses, and the former dispensation became
obsolete. Later , at the insistence of the
people , he instituted a monarchy, which
changed much of the older twelve tribe
relationship. Finally , he instituted yet another covenant , a covenant sealed with the
blood of Jesus Christ-and
the Mosaic
covenant became obsolete. This · is Paul's
point, for example, when he writes:
The Law was our custodian until Christ
came . . . But now that the faith has
come , we are no longer under a custodian. (.Galatians 3: 24 , 15)
Here is a God on the move--creatingmaking covenants with men , in relationship
with men in different situations and in different ways. This is not a status quo God.
Not a God above it all. Not an unchangeable God. This is a God who acts in the
world and in the affairs of men. Indeed , this
is the God of the New Testament who begins the process of reconciliation and who
entrusts to his new covenant people the
ministry of reconciliation ( 2 Corinthians 5).
It is the God who begins this process of
reconciliation in Jesus Christ and who continues this process until the end of the age.
Cox suggests that if Camus had known
of this biblical God, he might not have been
an atheist. Since Camus is dead , that remains an idle speculation. But I would suggest that the biblical concept of God does
offer a viable alternative to the concept of
God which modern man has begun to reject. Although the traditional God may be
dead for many today, the biblical God may
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still be alive and working. The biblical God
is one who
...
moves in a mysterious way,
His wonders to perform. 8

...

his deputy

But one thing is certain: the experience and
reaction of men today to the question of
God will be determined in large measure by
what the so-called representatives of God
are-or
are not-saying
and doing today.
That is, the question of God 's being alive
or dead will depend in large measure on the
question of whether the church is alive or
dead.
The point I am trying to make is presented dramatically in the controversial play
of Rolf Hochhuth , The Deput y . There is a
scene in the fifth Act in which the Nazi doctor in charge of the death camp at Auschwitz turns to Riccardo and the audience.
This Nazi officer is a despicable character ,
cold and calculating. We've seen him before
in the play, ordering the killing of Jews ,
performing his scientific experiments. But
when he now turns to the audience, we are
caught off guard. He announces that all of
his work in the death camp has been one
grand experiment-an
experiment to test
whether there is a God or not! He reasons
that if there is a God , then surely God would
speak out against him and the thing he is
doing in the death camp. Surely God would
speak or , at least , God would speak through
his deputy , the church.
The biblical God acts, and he acts as he
chooses. But one principal way in which he
has promised to act is through his peoplethat is, the church. But what is the world
to think if the church is silent and inactive?
Dead men tell no tales . Conversely , if
one comes across a corpse that neither
speaks nor moves , what will he assume? He
is dead or might as well be.
But what if the church is silent and does
not move? What is the world to assume? It
is dead or might as well be.
But if the church is the representative of
MISSION

God in the world, God 's deputy, and if it
appears to the world to be dead , can we
blame the world if it assumes that God is
dead?
But you will say: the church is speaking
and moving about. But the words we speak
are sometimes addressed mostly to ourselves
and often about trivial matters. Our moving
about is often moving in little circles, in
well-worn ruts. The world would be amused
at us if it did not consider the needs and
concerns before it so important. The Nazi
officer had heard lots of words from the
church, but he didn 't hear the word of God.
He would know the word of God if it came.
It would say to him , Stop! The world seems
to know if there is a god-a living Godthe word and action of that God will be
important, significant and relevant at the
heart of life itself, where the action is.
What are the alternatives? Perhaps there
is an unchangeable God , above it all, waiting ( as it were) in heaven for some pious
souls to get out of this world. If so, I suspect that more and more, modern man will
decide against this God , even if he is
threatened with hell-fire. As with the characters in Camus' novel, there is too much
work to be done here and now.
On the other hand , perhaps there is .a
living God of whom the Bible speaks, a God
who created this world and happens to care
about and who deigns to become involved
in this world. But if the representatives of
this God-the people who are supposed to
be in covenant relationship with him, the

people who are supposed to be living by
the power of the Spirit-if these representatives do not care about this world and deign
not to become involved in it ( as God has
in the past), the world may never know
or care about this God.

. . . produce

the living person

I think we owe a debt of gratitude to
Thomas Altizer and William Hamilton and
others 9 who have proclaimed that God is
dead. It may be true that this new radical
theology is simply a new form of atheism,
and atheism is very old. But the church has
long been oblivious to atheism; it has been
"business as usual." There is a shock effect
in the slogan, God is Dead, that might
awaken the church to face up to some important issues in the actual experiences and
anxieties of modern man. Perhaps it will
help the church to reassess her doctrine of
God: what God is it that she confesses and
worships? And perhaps it will help the
church to reassess herself: has God died in
the experience of modern ·man because the
church, instead of being the body of Christ ,
is a corpse , silent and still?
There are those who want to debate
Altizer and Hamilton , as though God's life
depended on it. But the best way to stop
an obituary is to produce the living person.
If we, the church, still believe that God is
alive and working, then we, the church , had
better let this living God be seen and
heard-in us.

Harv ey Cox, Th e Secular City ( Macmillan , 1965) , p . 70.
Albert Camus , Th e Plague, tr s. by S. Gilb ert ( Mod em Library , 1948) , p. 79.
:,Ibid. , p. 278.
• Sallustiu s, On the Gods and the World, l; a tran slation is availabl e in th e app endix of G. Murray ,
Five Stages of Greek Religion ( Doubl eda y Anchor, 3rd edition , 1951).
~ See th e perceptiv e description and an alysis of this period by E . R. Dodd s, Pagan and Christian in an
Ag e of Anxi ety ( Cambridg e Univ ersity Press, 1965).
6
Henry F. Lyte, "Abide with Me," stanza 2.
7
Cox, op. cit., p. 73.
~ William Cowper , "God Moves in a Mysteriou s Way ," stanz a 1.
9
Although the position s of Altiz er, Hamilton and oth ers are not pr ecisely that whi ch is expr essed in
Camu s, I refer to them bec ause th ey have given new popularit y to th e slogan , "God is Dead."
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A NEW

VERSION

The Message 1s More
GARY

FREEMAN

The most difficult problem in being a
preacher of the Word of God is not so much
communicating what Jesus said but relating
what he meant. Christians love· what he
said, gag at what he meant. We discover
early that the way to circumvent the Word
is to worship it.
We don't relate the message to our own
lives for an obvious reason. It would be too
painful; it would necessitate radical change .
Christians require only one thing of their
religion, that it leave them alone.
Every devoted Christian knows what the
Parable of the Good Samaritan says. Some
of us have it virtually memorized. It is in
applying the parable to ourselves that we
have a breakdown in imagination. What
exactly does the 20th century Christian get
from that story? Well, we understand that
if we're ever on the road to Jericho and see
a man in a ditch , robbed and beaten almost
to death , we have some sort of responsibility
to help him. An old lady on the road to
San Diego? That's clearly another matter.
Jesus didn't say anything about San Diego.
If he had meant San Diego, he would have
said San Diego.
The King James Version of the Bible
dies hard with most Christians for good

reason . The older it got, the better it got.
When the message is in an English we don't
speak anymore , it helps us to hold it at
arm 's length. We would much rather worship the form the message comes in than
be convicted by the message. As Jesus implied, we desire to sacrifice, not to give
mercy, which means we had rather give ten
dollars to the church than forgive someone
we despise.
The new versions are tougher to read.
What makes them tough is we can understand them. But, even so, there are cultural
and idiomatic barriers that must be overcome, and we manage not to overcome
them. Jesus was much more difficult to
avoid for people of his own time. He used
everyday language and contemporary situations to teach eternal truths. A translation
is not truly complete until it is related to
us; it is not complete until we are outraged
as the 1st century Jews were outraged. The
real question is not so much what he said
to them as it is what he would have said
to us. What images would he have used to
teach the lesson of brotherly love to 20th
century Americans? It goes without saying
that he would not have spoken to us about
Samaritans and Levites and Jericho. The

CA RY FR EEMA N is a minister for th e Church of Chri st in Tor rance, Californi a, and is author of
A re Y ou Going To Chur ch More Bu t En;oy ing It L ess, publi shed by R. B. Swee t Co ., Austin , Texas.
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The new versions are tougher to read.
What makes them tough is we can understand them.
But, even so, there are cultural and idiomatic barriers
that must be overcome . . .
very title "Good Samaritan " which latter
day Christians have given to the well known
parable , would have been a contradiction in
terms to Jesus ' audience .
The following examples are attempts to
show what figures and illustrations Jesus
might have used had he been speaking to
modern audiences:

The Parable of the Good Samaritan,
Luke IO :29-32
Actual Text:
But he, desiring to justify himself, said to
Jesus, "And who is my neighbor? " Jesus
replied, "A man was going down from
Jerusalem to Jericho, and he fell among
robbers, who stripped him and beat him,
and departed , leaving him half dead. Now
by chance a priest was going down that
road; and when he saw him he pass·ed by
on the other side. So likewise a Levite ,
when he came to the place and saw him,
passed by on the other side. But a Samaritan , as he journeyed , came to where he
was; and when he saw him, he had compassion , and went to him and bound up
his wounds, pouring on oil and wine; then
he set him on his own beast and brought
him to an inn, and took care of him. And
the next day he took out two denarii and
gave them to the innkeeper , saying, 'Take
care of him; and whatever more you spend,
NOVEMBER
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I will repay you when I come back. ' Which
of these three , do you think , proved neighbor to the man who fell among the robbers? " He said, "The one who showed
mercy on him. " And Jesus said to him ,
"Go and do likewise."
Adaptation:
But he, desiring to justify himself, said to
Jesus, "And who is my neighbor? " Jesus
replied , "A Negro man moved his family
from Watts to a nice section of Torrance ,
and he purchased a home in an all-white
neighborhood. A Baptist man across the
street instructed his children not to play
with the Negro children . A neighborhood
lady, who was a member of the Church
of Christ , happened to be walking down
the street while the Negro was moving in,
and she crossed the street and walked
down the other side. When she got home
she called a real estate agent and put her
house up for sale. But an agnostic , who
happened to live nearby , had compassion
on the Negro and went over and greeted
him warmly and helped him move in. That
evening the agnostic took the Negro family to a McDonald hamburger place and
bought their dinner. Which of these three ,
do you think , proved neighoor to the
Negro who moved into an all-white neighborhood? " He said, "The one who showed
respect and sympathy toward him." And
Jesus said to him, "Go and do likewise."
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The Parable of the Pharisee and the
Publican,

Luke 18:9-14

Actual Text:
He also told this parable to some who
trusted in tllemselves that they were righteous and despised others: "Two men went
up into the temple to pray , one a Pharisee
and the other a tax collector. The Pharisee
stood and prayed thus with himself, 'God ,
I thank thee that I am not like other men,
extortioners, unjust, adulterers , or even
like this tax collector. I fast twice a week,
I give tithes of all that I get.' But the tax
collector, standing far off, would not even
lift up his eyes to heaven , but beat his
breast , saying, 'God , be merciful to me a
sinner!' I tell you, this man went down to
his house justified rather than the other ;
for every one who exalts himself will be
humbled, but he who humbles himself will
be exalted ."

He also told this story to some hippies
who trusted in themselves that they were
righteous and were supercilious toward
those of conventional mentality: "Two
men went down to the beach to pray , one
a hippie and the other a churchgoer. The
hippie stood knee deep in the surf and let
the waves lap up around his breast and
prayed thus with himself, 'Great Celestial
Daddy , like I'm grateful , Man , that I'm
not like some of these conventional spooks ,
Republic ans, taxpayers , or even like this
churchgoer creep in his Hart , Shaffner &
Marx . Every week I make the scene with
my trusty volume of Buddhist Doctrine,
and I drink coffee with Negroes. ' But the
churchgoer standing far back on the beach ,
would not even lift up his eyes to heaven ,
but fell to his knees , saying, 'God , be
merciful to me a sinner. ' I tell you this
man went down to his house justified
rather than the other ; for everyone who
exalts himself will be humbled , but he who
humbles himself will be exalted. "

A daptati?n:

He also told this parable to some who
trusted in themselves that they were righteous and despised others: "Two men went
into an empty church to pray , one a Christian and the other a dope addict. The
Christian went down to the altar and
offered this prayer , 'God, I thank thee that
I am not like other people , teeny boppers ,
pacifists, flower children, or even like this
dope addict. I go to church every Sunday
and I give liberally to the United Fund .'
But the dope addict , kneeling down at the
last pew, would not even lift up his eyes
to heaven , but cried silently, saying, 'God,
help me in my weakness and be merciful
to me a sinner!' I tell you this man went
down to his house justified rather than the
other; for every one who exalts himself
will be humbled , but he who humbles himself will be exalted ."
If San Francisco's Haight-Asbury district
were Jesus' Jerusalem, he might tell the
same parable something like this:
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From the Sermon
Matthew 6:19-21

on the Mount,

Actual Text:
"Do not lay up for yourselves treasures
on earth , where moth and rust consume
and where thieves break in and steal, but
lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven,
whether neither moth nor rust consumes
and where thieves do not break in and
steal. For where your treasure is, there will
your heart be also."
Adaptation:

"Do not lay up for yourselves treasures
on earth , where fenders are easily bent
and planned obsolescence is a way of life,
but lay up for yourself treasures in heaven ,
where fenders do not exist and planned
obsolescence would be incongruous . For
where your treasure is, there will your
heart be also."
MISSION

Concerning

Tax-Collectors

and

Sinners , Mark 2: 15-17
Actual Text:
And as he sat at table in his house , many
tax collectors and sinners were sitting
with Jesus and his disciples; for there were
many who followed him . And the scribes
and Pharisees , when they saw that he was
eating with sinners and tax collectors , said
to his disciples, "Why does he eat with
tax collectors and sinners?" And when
Jesus heard it, he said to them , "Those
who are well have no need of a physician ,
but those who are sick; I came not to call
the righteous , but sinners."
Adaptation:

And as he sat at table in his house , many
hippies and acid heads were sitting with
Jesus and his disciples; for there were
many who followed him. And the Catholics and the Protestants, when they saw
that he was eating with hippies and acid
heads, said to his disciples, "Why does he
eat with acid heads and hippies?" And
when Jesus heard it, he said to them ,
"Those who are well have no need of a
physician , but those who are sick; I came

not to call the righteous ,"'but sinners. "
In our study of the Bible we have concentrated on details and narrative facts , but
we have neglected to relate the Biblical
message to our personal lives. The consequences of this is that we have an abstract
knowledge of the great principles of Christianity without really knowing how those
principles affect our own modern problems .
Christianity is a meaningful religion. It's to
our shame that we are so clinical in our
approach to it, as if it were a cadaver to be
dissected , and not a living organism.
As long as we continue in this delusion ,
we will be deceived into thinking that we
know meaning when all we know is rudimentary facts , and those facts will become
a substitute for meaning. We will know
that it is wrong to be patronizing to Samaritans because the Bible teaches it, but we
will not understand that the meaning of the
Bible excludes prejudice of every kind. We
will be able to relate facts to people , but
we will not be able, through our lives, to
translate for others the meaning of Christianity.
Paul was not being merely poetic when
he said that the Word of God is a two-edged
sword. People who are comfortable with it
have managed to let it rust in its sheath.

The church comes together each week
For people to worship and seek
The meaning of life.
Then why all the strife
When on the world's issues we speak?
-Lynn D. Nelson
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A CHRISTIAN

VIEW

OF SEX

Male and Feniale
RAY

F. CHESTER

When the preacher talks about sex, many
people feel a bit uneasy. We are not sure
this subject belongs in church. We are quite
used to it on the screen, on the stage, in
books, in magazines--everywhere; We live
in a sexualized culture. We are emancipated
to the point that we can talk about sex in
a sophisticated way everywhere but in a
religious setting. Perhaps this suggests that
we are not quite as liberated or sophisticated
as we think we are. Perhaps it also suggests that our views of sex are still a bit
perverted. We have taken a precious gift
of God and relegated it to the gutter so
that we tHink of it in vulgar terms.
The church needs to teach what the
Christian faith has to say on this subject.
The Christian should not be confused in an
age of confusion, yet he often is. We live
in an age when we are confused on this
matter. We have thrown off the old Puritan
ethic that looked upon sex as bad and a
kind of concession to man's evil nature and
have come into an era when we think of it
in more affirmative terms, and yet we may
have made it something cheap and shallow.
Many a young Christian who finds himself
in a wide open atmosphere asks, "What does
a Christian do in circumstances like these?
Or better still, what does he believe?"

. . . the creation

o J God

The Christian should note the significant
fact that sexuality appears in the opening

pages of the Bible. It was a part of the
creation of God. He made them "male and
female." God thought about it. It didn't get
in the back door. It was not simply a concession to man's guilty desires. It was pronounced as being good, very good.
There are two levels on which we can
deal with sex. One level is that of thinking
of sex as an appetite. Man is a creature , and
as such he shares a kinship with the animal
creation. Sex is a powerful appetite; it is
second only to the appetite for food. One
keeps us alive, and the other keeps the race
alive.
Sex is not only a powerful appetite, but
a very pleasurable one. This helps to insure
the ongoing of the race. There is no asceticism in the Bible. Sex is a natural function and a source of joy. The ascetic view
of sex has come from a period later than
the New Testament. Augustine, who had
considerable problems in this area, has advanced a theory of sex that has caused people to think of it as something to be repressed; thus, following this theory, the
celibate state is really the ideal way to live.
But this theory is not the view that the
Bible presents. There is no prudery in the
Bible-no prudery which leads to the draping of legs as though bare legs are somehow
suggestive, even though they be table legs.
Many deal with sex on the level of its
being an appetite only. They think of it as
only a natural instinct. But sex on this level
is never very satisfying. It gets to be frus-
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trating if this is all it is considered to be .
This is why there is so much partner swapping in some circles. Don Juan and Cassanova never knew real joy, happiness and
fulfillment because they were always searching, on the prowl , looking for another prey
to exploit. Many marriage manuals treat sex
as only a biological function. This is certainly an important area , and it needs to be
understood; but unless it is sanctioned , it is
likely to become demonic .

...

a gift of God

If we would know the full joy and depth
of our sexuality, we must think of it as a
gift of God. Man has been made in the
image of God. He is distinct from the animals; as he shares a kinship with God, he
is unique. Sex is a gift of God to overcome
our aloneness . God saw that it was not go~d
for man to be alone . He called all of the
animal creation before man to see what
names he would give them. Man demonstrated his uniqueness, his power and
dominion by being able to name the animal
creation. But among them there was not
found a helper that was fit or suited to him.
His nature demanded a companionship that
was on a different level. So woman was
created and given to him, and he said, "Now
at last she is bone of my bone and flesh of
my flesh." Now at last he had found that
for which he longed .
Woman is thus a partner of and a complement to man. She fills up his empty
places. When she was given to man, they
eagerly became one flesh. This involves the
whole personality at the very deepest level.
It is a way of expressing agape as it seeks
to fulfill the other-not
just self-gratification. It also is a means of knowing at the
deepest level. Through becoming one flesh
the husband reveals to the woman the meaning and secret of her womanhood and vice
versa.
We can agree with the sentiment expressed in the French Chamber of Deputies.
They were debating women 's rights , and
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one made a statement to the effect that
women are different. One of the deputies
jumped up and shouted, "Vive la difference!"
According to Paul we are a temple of the
Holy Spirit, and we are to glorify God in
our bodies ( 1 Corinthians 6: 19) . This
means that we are to handle our sexuality
responsibly. Just because people are legally
married does not guarantee that they use
sex as a gift. It may be simply mutual exploitation or self-gratification. Sex in marriage can be used as a punitive measure to
control or to punish the other. But if husband and wife do not complete , they will
compete. And where there is competition,
there is no completion or fulfillment.
The unmarried are sexual beings also.
The energy ordinarily directed to the family
is redirected. One 's sexuality has to do with
what it means to be a man or to be a
woman . Sex does not have to do so much
with an act as it does with our very being.
If the unmarried allows the sexual energy
to be turned back upon himself, it can be
destructive .

. . . the shrine of Eros
Sin has invaded the sanctum of sex. The
gift of God intended for the delight of man
and the perpetuation of race has become
an instrument of self-indulgence. But coition
without coexistence becomes demonic.
As a result of the Fall , God's gift has
been perverted and has become perplexing ,
destructive and explosive.
Man was made to be dependent on God.
But when he rejects his dependency, asserts his independence and seeks to find life
and security elsewhere , nothing turns out
right. As man has rebelled against God and
has sought life in his own way, sex is one
area where he tries to find meaning and
security . Thus sex is deified, and man may
worship before the shrine of Eros. Sex is
thought to be the shortest route to happiness . With a sense of meaninglessness , people try to find some meaning in life through
[147]
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sex. They may seek to know a sense of
power and mastery as they control , dominate or exploit others. Y ming people are
using it as simply a means of recreation. It
is thought of as nothing more than satisfying an appetite such as taking a drink of
water or eatiing a meal.
But salvation is not found in sex. Time
magazine in an article on Sweden , a country
that is known for its liberal view in this
area , told of the doctors petitioning the king
to take swift steps to stop sexual laxity ,
which they said "is a menace to the vitality
and health of the nation. " They continued
to say, "Young people in Sweden are not
happy. They lack the Ten Commandments
in their upbringings." In the cover article
of the January 24 , 1964 , issue Time concluded , "When sex is pursued only for
pleasure , or only for gain or only to fill a
void in society or in the soul , it becomes
illusive , impersonal , ultimately disappointing."

The case for chastity
In a time• when society gives unprecedented
sanction to freedom of expression, the
Christian must accept a discipline. A lot of
discussion is taking place these days concerning pre-marital and extra-marital sex. A
lot of different answers are being given.
Pre-marital sex is infidelity to a future partner . Fornication , as Paul says, is against
the body , against the personality.
Exploiting others for the sake of one's
satisfaction "hardens the arteries of tender
feeling." Sex is to be personal and relational. To use another as a thrill machine
is to reduce them to a thing and make sex
impersonal. Only within the context of responsibility and commitment is coition the
deeply personal thing it is supposed to be.
Lust is the looking on another person as a
thing.
"Love-making" outside of the commitment of marriage is subject to the law of
diminishing returns. This is the main
danger of heavy petting. Each time one
must go farther to get the same thrill. And
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suppose one goes all the way. Then the
question is raised , "Shall it be continued? "
And if it is continued , then a pattern of life
is developed that may make adjustment in
marriage more difficult. One has lost something of the wonder and mystery of sex.
One will also likely lose respect for the
opposite sex. It also means that it will likely
be harder to maintain fidelity in marriage .
When , because of sickness or absence , discipline is called for , another pattern of life
has been developed that makes continence
extremely difficult.
The church must face the question openly
and honestly. We must not insist on chastity
because of fear or that sex is bad in itself.
The triple threat of infection , conception
and detection has been removed by penicillin , the pill and the automobile .
What we are trying to say is that here
is something that is too beautiful, too wonderful, too sublime to be missed by engaging
in it with the wrong person at the wrong
time under the wrong circumstances , to
make it something that is trivial and shallow. There is something here that is worth
accepting a discipline , for in order to know
the full joy and depth of meaning of sex.
In fighting the battle for chastity one
needs to face the fact that chastity is desirable. There are times in some situations
when this possibly doesn't seem true. One
may listen to the exploits of companions in
the dormitory or in the barracks until one
is embarrassed by his lack of experience.
But he shouldn't be intimidated. In our best
moments we know that chastity is better.
Though we may be willing to forgive another for their mistakes , one does not want
to marry one who has been promiscuous or
who has had low standards in this area.
Some have suggested that one must express
himself or there is the danger of neurosis.
Psychology teaches no such thing.

...

the exercise

of discipline

In fighting the battle for chastity one can
believe that chastity is possible. No one is
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compelled to be unclean. It is true that the
sex urge is one of the strongest we have to
deal with. But if one is compelled · to act a
certain way, then man is not free and is,
therefore , not responsible. When we do
wrong and face the fact that it is wrong ,
there is far more hope than if we do wrong
and excuse ourselves with soft lies.
We also need to cultivate clean thinking.
This evil, as all others , begins with wrong
thinking . In order to avoid wrong thinking ,
we must avoid those pastimes and companions that make impure thinking all but
inevitable. For this reason , some movies are
better unseen , not only because they give
a romantic conception of life which is unreal , but because of their highly stimulating
nature which may put a terrific strain on
the exercise of discipline. Many books would
also be better left unread , although I am
perfectly willing to admit that in some books
that are highly stimulating there are some
truly great lessons . Such is the case with
Lad y Chatterley 's Lover , in which D . H.
Lawrence gives a very beautiful view of
chastity within the marriage relationship. It
is a view that married couples ought to be
aware of and to emulate.
One also needs a vital Christianity. This
will help in two ways: it will give one a
high sense of personal worth as it recognizes
that there is something within him that is
of great value and worth. It will ca11one to
be loyal and royal. We are temples of the
Holy Spirit. It also brings a sense of the
presence of God . Joseph is an example of
this. He was away from home , and impurity
would have been easy while purity was hard.

Impurity was the path to promotion for
Joseph. But he triumphed because he was
undergirded by a bracing sense of God.
"How can I do this great evil and sin
against God?" He fixed his gaze on the
deliverer , not on the temptation. As Paul
says, "Walk in the Spirit and you will not
fulfill the lusts of the flesh."
A college girl, who had a good relationship with her father , wrote him a letter
telling him how prevalent casual sex was
among her classmates . She told him that
the pressure to throw away her moral standards came not only from young men (which
she expected) , but also from "open-minded"
girls who had joined the ranks of the black
sheep and apparently were made uneasy by
the presence of a white one. "I haven't
bought their arguments yet," she wrote ,
"but I must confess that there are times
when I wonder what I am waiting for." Her
father was an understanding man , and a
wise one. He wrote back , "I think I can
tell you in six words what you are waiting
for; you are waiting to be free. Free from
the nagging voice of conscience and the
gray shadow of guilt. Free to give all yourself, not a panicky fraction. Tell your openminded friends not to be so open-minded
that their brains fa11out!"
What if one has failed to live up to this
Christian ideal? The only failure is the
failure to repent and start anew. This is not
the unpardonable sin. In an age of confusion where standards are changing , the
church needs to be a minister of the grace ,
the love and the forgiveness of God.

. . . here is something that is too beauti Jul,
too wonderful, to sublime to be missed
by engaging in it with the wrong person at the wrong time
under the wrong circumstances . . .
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THE

VALUE

OF CONFLICT

"Shepherds vs. Flocks"-A Response
WILLIAM

To begin, I would suggest that' readers interested in the issues raised by David M.
Malone's review of my article, "Shepherds
vs. Flocks," take the time to read the original article in the December, 1967, issue of
The Atkmtic. Although Mr. Malone raises
legitimate issues that ought to be discussed
at greater length than will be possible here,
he has also drawn unwarranted inferences
which might have been avoided by a more
careful reading of the original article.
He states: "[Martin's] definition of conflict is narrow when he requires only such
a situation to exemplify mem1ingful conflict by Christian ministers." At no point in
my article is a definition of conflict offered.
I simply described the events in a given conflict situation-that
in Rochester, New
York, in the struggle between the clergysupported, Saul Alinsky-organized FIGHT
group and Eastman Kodak. To say that I
gave a "narrow definition of meaningful
conflict" is to say far too much. This was
an example of conflict. There is nothing
whatever in the article to suggest that this
is ·the only type of conflict known to man.
Further, there is no evidence for the notion

C. MARTIN

that I asserted this use of conflict tactics
was the only approach open to Christians
or even to the clergymen of Rochester.
Other published reviews of this article
have either noted its objectivity without
evaluation or faulted it for not giving more
unqualified approval to the Alinsky /FIGHT
strategy of conflict. I did have great sympathy for FIGHT and the clergy of Rochester. I believe Franklin Florence and his colleagues are genuine heroes. My sympathy,
however, was not unqualified, nor did I
feel the routes chosen were always the only,
or even the best, available.
Apart from these errors of inference and
interpretation, however, Malone's review
serves well by asking several important
questions and by insisting that we answer
these questions instead of throwing up the
scare words of "social gospel," "liberal,"
and worse. Let us look at several of his
questions:
1. "Should ministers use deliberate conflict to organize the have-nots into power
groups able to demand concessions from
the haves? Are there ever any grounds for
the use of such conflict?"

WILLIAM C. MARTIN is an Ass;stant Professor at Rice University in Houston, Texas. His response
is to David M. Malone's "A Review of 'Shepherds vs. Flocks' " in the October issue of MISSION.
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It was these questions that led me to
Rochester in the first place. Here were real
grievances. Here were clergymen leading in
an attempt to redress them, using highly
controversial techniques that , on the surface at least , appeared to run counter to
traditional approaches. And here results
were being obtained that traditional measures had not obt ained. But was it compatible
with Christian ideals?
As Malone points out , there is no real
question as to whether Christians are ever
justified in being agents of conflict. Jesus
was clearly an agent of conflict when he
overturned the tables of the moneychangers
and drove them out of the temple with a
whip. He deliberately used conflict tactics
when he broke the law by plucking grain
on the sabbath-a
rather clear-cut case of
civil disobedience.
Still, as Malone notes , the ultimate aim
of Christians is not conflict , but reconciliation. I believe most ministers in Rochester
understood this. They saw conflict not as
antithetical to reconciliation , but as a step
in the reconciliation process. The clergy did
not initiate the conflict between the haves
and the have-nots. It was already there , as
proved by the 1964 riots. But there was
little hope for reconciliation between black
and white , rich and poor , until the deep
grievances were made explicit and sin ( on
both sides) acknowledged.
As regrettable as it is, the current deep
division between Negro and White is perhaps a larger manifestation of this truth.
As long as Negroes keep their resentment
and anger to themselves , whites could
blithely assume that "We have no colored
problem. Our nigras are happy. " (We will
pass over other implications of such statements.) When Negroes began to protest ,
even to the point of rioting , whites finally
began to realize that things are decidedly
not all right and that we have a most serious
white problem. In these days of separation
and tension, it is fatuous to be too optimistic in assigning a date to that time when
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"we'll walk hand in hand. " But whites are
beginning to learn the score-or at least to
find out where the scoreboard is. Out of
conflict may come reconciliation. In some
cases , conflict may be a necessary first
stage.
Admittedly , it is easy to accept conflict as
an end in itself and to savor the fight rather
than press on for the real prize. Some clergymen in Rochester were probably guilty of
this. It is hard to love one's enemies. No
one ever said it wasn't.
As a result of the Rochester conflict, the
churches , the poor and the industrial community are in a much better position for
genuine reconciliation than before. It may
be that the conflict was carried too far on
occasion , that rifts were made unnecessarily
that may take a long time to heal. As the
imperfections of man create injustice, so
his efforts to bring justice will also be imperfect. This is regrettable, but it is apparently inextricable from the human condition. As unpleasant as it is to those of
us accustomed to thinking. of doctrinal and
ethical issues in absolutist terms, we may
have to learn to think in terms of net balances of good and harm.
2. "How far can we apply the doctrine
of Rochester? A re we to use such divisive
conflict with the threat of violence to bring
every alien and unjust heresy in line with
our concept of truth and justice? How does
the Rochester Doctrine apply to the way
we should handle the John Birchers, the
Communists, the Ku Klux Klan and the
Students for a Democratic Society?"
I am not sure I follow the reasoning
here. If there was a "doctrine" at work in
Rochester , it was that the privileged will
use their power ( no less real because
dressed in garments of a cut and color more
acceptable to the majority than the naked
variety of which the poor and the black
must rely) to maintain an unjust balance,
and that the most effective way to change
this is to organize the underprivileged into
groups capable of exerting sufficient pres-
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sure to rearrange this balance. It is not that
the privileged are wicked men in the conventional sense of wickedness. It is simply
that they are privileged, and, as one of my
informants observed, "Don 't underestimate
the intransigence of the privileged. Nobody
with four aces ever asks for · a new deal. " I
see no necessity to try to apply this "doctrine" to the Birchers , the Communists , the
Klan or the SDS, or even to consider these
as analagous cases. Depending on the particular actions of these groups, it would
seem that one might legitimately meet them
with a variety of responses ranging from
discussion and debate ( with the assumption,
naturally, that one is prepared to accept
whatever truth might be found in the other's
position) to arrest and imprisonment. The
reader may supply his own combinations
of tactic and personnel.
3. "[Some Rochester ministers turned
to conj lict] to overcome the impotence of
traditional church programs . ...
Martin
should explain why only such conflict is
necessary to accomplis.h this end. Otherwise, it •is conceivable that these ministers
threw the baby out with the bath water."
Again, the reader is referred to the original article. To say that because of condition A, some men choose response B, is
far from saying that B is the only response,
or the best response, or even a logical or
appropriate response. But I do feel that the
impotence of traditional church programs
is a factor in the appeal Alinsky has for
many clergymen. To put it simply: traditional programs often do not seem geared
to or capable of handling many of the problems that press most heavily on the conscience of many clergymen. Alinsky's program offers at least the hope of a more
effective approach. As was noted in my
article, there is clearly a risk involved. As
to whether the baby was thrown out with
the bath water, my judgment is that he
was not, though his knuckles occasionally
grew white from gripping the sides.
4. "Another force which Martin feels explains this new use of conflict is increasing
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secularization. No where in Martin 's article
did he overtly celebrate or challenge increasing secularization. . . . Was the message preached holy "secular . . . or wholly
secular?"
In the opening paragraph of my article,
secularization was cited as one factor making the role of the minister a difficult one.
Secularization was not the subject of the
article-which
explains why it was not
dealt with elsewhere. The primary aim of
the clergy was to seek justice. While one
may argue over tactics, there can be no real
dispute between Bible readers over whether
this search is a legitimate Christian enterprise.
5. Finally, Malone asks a series of pertinent questions, some of which I paraphrase (for brevity) here: "Will their ministry preach a gospel only of Social Action?
How did the message express a relation to
One in heaven? Was the conflict understood
as response to God or merely suggestion
for better human behavior? ls the fact that
the conflict excited the ministers sufficient
justification? "
The answers to these questions are fairly
obvious. In any diverse group of modern
ministers-as
was my sample of over 100
men-there will almost certainly be a continuum of positions ranging all the way from
extreme other-worldliness to extreme thisworldliness. Their message and the response
of their people will also vary along a wide
spectrum.
To the last question-"Is
excitement
sufficient justification?"-the
answer is, of
course, No. But the fact that so many have
been excited by what was happening does
not therefore mean the action was unjustified.
After examining the Rochester situation
at first hand for nine months, I still have
many questions, including several of those
asked by David Malone. The situation was
not simple, and neither side had a monopoly
on truth and goodness. It is good for us to
discuss these questions openly. They are
going to be around for awhile.
MISSION
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Operation

Ignition

The Incendiary Fellowship, by Elton Trueblood. New York: Harper & Row, 1967.
121 pp . $2.50, cloth.

Elton Trueblood is a Quaker and a college
professor. He has written many books, some
of which have been on the subject of renewal. I have read almost all of his books.
I have heard him speak, and I always
thought of him as a nice man-scholar,ly ,
competent , mildly witty and earnest . Even
in his Company of the Committed, a book
on renewal written several years ago, Trueblood was stimulating and rather pointed ,
but still a nice guy.
But, now, through the pages of The Incendiary Fellowship I get the feeling that
Trueblood is tired of messing around . He
has a special personal passion that cannot
be merely the by-product of his incendiary
theme. Trueblood has a new fire himself, a
kind of "quiet fanaticism". He is, as always,
clear and logical. He is stimulating and provocative. But he seems to have a new intensity. Now he's much more than a nice
guy. He talks like a revolutionary because
he believes that "the Christian Movement
was initiated as the most radical of all
revolutions" .
Trueblood is not a shallow, johnny-comelately who gets his kicks out of knocking
the Church. Like Helmut Thielicke and
Robert Raines, Trueblood finds deficiences
in the contemporary Church and wants to
do something about them. He is optimistic
and constructive, never just a rock thrower.
His book is both an expose of the problems
NOVEMBER
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and a practicum on how he thinks progress
can be made.
He speaks from the vantage of an "insider," a loving critic. His disposition is
demonstrated by the very arrangement of
the book. The book opens with a barrage
designed to destroy the modern delusion
that all is well in Christendom . But after the
initial blast Trueblood then hastens through
the smoke, picks up his dazed victims, and
helps them to something creative and exciting in the remaining four chapters of the
book.
The trouble with contemporary Christianity, in Trueblood's words, is a case of
"mild religion." Among other things "mild
religion" is uncommitted , separated from
the Bible and the Living Christ and without
burning conviction. Without doubt the
Church needs to be converted: not a mild
swerve or innocuous revamping kind of
conversion-no , the answer is fire.
From the words of Jesus, "I came to
cast fire on the earth ," the author draws his
basic insoiration for the 'incendiary nature
of the Christian fellowship. In these words
he sees a statement of Christ's central purpose and therefore the Church's purpose
and nature .
Trueblood is one of those writers that
will say dozens of excellent things while
developing a major theme. What he says
about the need for an incendiary contemporary Church is excellent; but in the process
I found myself fascinated by the author's
observations on such subjects as "the new
paganism" ( articulated through Playboy and
Esquire) , the intrinsic "narrowness" of
Christianity , the Church's tendency to deny
paradox , and the suggestion that a "minister" might be re-titled "coach." He even
has a moving description of Coventry and
how the famous English Church ( the people) began to glow twenty years after the
old Cathedral was destroyed in World War
II.
To Elton Trueblood "Operation Ignition"
is the course for the Church's renewal. That
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may sound like a Lotus taking off at the
Indianapolis 500 or a rocket roaring off its
launching pad, but what Trueblood means
is for the Church to see itself anew, more
as a violent blaze than a smoldering flicker.
-Robert R. Marshall

Grass-Root Ecumenism
Fellowship of Believers . An Eclectic Approach to Christanity by Leslie Eugene
Fooks. Pioneer Book Publishers , Inc.,
1968. 53 pp. $3.06.

This book breathes the spirit of Campbell
and others who have held that there are
many honest and sincere believers in Jesus
Christ in various religious groups and that
such believers should maximize the possibilities of fellowship. For the author,
preacher for the Central Church of Christ

in Hereford , Texas, this is not a mere
idealistic dream . The book grew out of an
actual discussion gro~p composed of men
from a variety of religious groups. This was
not a high-level theological group, but
rather it included a baker, a grocer, two
farmers and such like. Fooks asks, "Is some
kind of fellowship possible among believers
in Christ at the grass-root level?" His
answer is an emphatic yes! "The fellowship
of believers meet in discussion groups for
edification and understanding , and that we
may be drawn closer to Christ and to one
another " ( p. 43). Fooks believes that this
is what has already happened in such groups
in which he has participated since his first
such group meeting in Dallas in 1962.
This book is marred by a number of
printing errors , and as a private press edition it may be limited in its circulation.
Nevertheless , it presents an old messagethe call for unity among believers-in a
refreshing and practical way.
-Roy Bowen Ward

Because Jesus stands at the end and margin of the world, in an exceptional situation, he
reveals the possibility and hope implicit in all those who are despised according to the
standards of the world, the lowly, the sick, the deformed , in all those who are banished
from the orders of the world; he reveals the potentialities of man himself under any conditions. He points to the place where a home is open to man in every mode of failure.
Karl Jaspers
The Great Philosophers

The use of Biblical ideas in prayer is necessary not merely to purify the expressions but
to correct the thought. Most free prayers at funerals, for instance, tend to become heretical
in their sentimentality; for they usually assure the eternal bliss of the dear departed on
the basis of his good works on earth. A closer relation to Biblical truth would inevitably
result in an expression of the Biblical faith that all of us, even the best, are in the final instance dependent upon God's mercy and forgiveness.
Reinhold Niebuhr
Christianity and Crisis
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Whose Fa1tlt?
Dear Editors:
Sometimes I think I'm the dumbest preacher
in the brotherhood, because so often I can't
figure out what all the fuss'n and fight'n is
about! For example, why would anyone
want to take your excellent magazine off
the market? I can't understand it. I think
you have one of the finest publications in
the brotherhood, and I pray that you will
continue to publish it. I haven't read every
word that you have printed, but if I had,
I'm sure I would disagree with some of it.
However, I don't know of any other publication but what I could say the same thing
about it. I feel that if any publication leads
us astray, the fault lies more with us than
with the editors or writers. Our fault because we have not studied the Bible enough.
C. Brodie Harrell
Ice Lake, Ontario

Men and Women
Dear Editors:
The demand that the order of nature is such
that all women are under all men is so contradictory to scripture that one can hardly
believe it considered as an argument.
Not only is this an effrontery to every
Christian woman, but it certainly does havoc
to 2 Peter 1 : 20, "Knowing this first, that
no prophecy of the scripture is of any private interpretation." . . .
The order of nature in scripture can only
be justified in God-Christ-husbandwife. A Christian woman is under Christ
first, her husband second, her eldership
next, and other men?--only as one ChrisNOVEMBER
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tian serves another.
First Timothy 2: 12-15 is speaking of the
husband and wife relationship, unless one
believes Paul is putting a stamp of approval
on childbearing without a husband, since he
puts it in the context of what he is speaking
about (vs. 15).
There is no private interpretation rightfor pope or priest or men.
Sarah Nelson
Columbus, Ohio

Thomism?
Dear Editors:
While I am in basic agreement with Warren Lewis' conclusions on "Women at Worship" [July, 1968), his methodology seems
to me to reflect more of Thomistic than
Pauline thought. Perhaps Brother Lewis
will become our brotherhood's first bonafide systematic theologian.
Dan Danner
Iowa City, Iowa

Some tears for Mission
Dear Editors:
It is never a pleasant task to express criticism of brethren, and I don't relish it. But
I think it is only right to let you know how
I feel about MISSION. First of all, let me say
that I have done my best to be objective
and fair in evaluating the publication since
I started receiving it about last October.
Certainly there have been some good articles to appear, and I am aware that there
are good men associated with MISSION, several of whom are personal friends of mine.
But generally speaking, I believe MISSION
is serving as a "sounding-board" for intel-

MISSION Forum is devoted to comments from
those whose insights on various matters differ.
Letters submitted for publication must bear
the full name and address of the writer. Letters under 300 words wiJl be given preference.
All letters are subject to condensation. Address
your letters to MISSION, P. 0. Box 326, Oxford,
Ohio 45056.
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lectual-liberals in the church who delight in
promulgating revolutionary . concepts and
ideas. I grow weary of the subtle castigating
of the church found in so many of the
articles, and sometimes: it is not so subtle.
Assuming that some will say, "Be specific," let me do just that. Since the July
and August ..issues are fresh in mind, let me
point out some examples of articles to which
I object: The July issue first: "Women at
Worship" by Warren Lewis and in the section, MISSION Forum, "A More Acceptable
Interview" by Lynn Nelson. Also, I question the wisdom of interviewing someone
like Carl Ketcherside, whose broad concept
of fellowship nullifies many plain passages
of Scripture. The August issue: ''Responding Through the Arts" by Terence Johnson,
"No Tears for Absalom" by Edwin Gleaves
and the "Oracles of a Non-prophet" by
"Pseudo-Amos," which I thought was in
poor taste and irresponsible in depicting the
church as not interested in the downtrodden.
I'm not without tears for Absalom, but I
think it is time for some tears for MISSION
also!
Maxie B. Boren
Austin, Texas

J. Powers Sands
Dear Editors:
I have no doubt that Edwin S. Gleaves'
story, "No Tears for Absalom" [August,
1968 J is a highly accurate picture of Stonehenge Church of Christ and J. Power Sands.
However, I would like to suggest one small
correction. The story says that the preacher
almost ceased preaching anti-Catholic bigotry after the election of 1960, "at least until
the next election."
The fact is that the J. Power Sands did
,wt resume their anti-Catholic diatribes at
the time of the presidential election of 1964,
for the simple reason that in that election
the Republican candidate for the vice-presidency was a Roman Catholic and they
wanted to vote for him. Apparently the
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threat of domination by the Vatican disappeared between the two e1ections, for many
of those who had been so bitterly opposed
to John F. Kennedy knew in their hearts
it was right to elect William Miller. Had
Senator Goldwater been elected and then
died in office, Mr. Miller would · have occupied the same position which four years
previously many of his supporters had declared no Catholic should occupy.
1 deduce from this the following conclusion: liberal Democrats who are Roman
Catholics should be opposed by all faithful
members of the church; conservative Republicans who are Roman Catholics should
be supported. In the words of the Psalmist,
this is "too wonderful for me; ... I cannot
attain it."
Douglas Marsh
Lakeville, Michigan

. .. and John
... I read with great interest the ... article,
"No Tears for Absalom," by Edwin S.
Gleaves [August, 1968). I was not shocked
by anything found therein.
I was just as shocked at the death of
President Kennedy and grieved as anyone.
I was working as a missionary in Paris,
France, at the time. If Mr. Gleaves is using
this "true experience" about one preacher's
and one eider's views on the death of Kennedy to ridicule the church, he has succeeded! By printing such diatribe you have
helped foster this type of thinking.
. . . This article makes fun and ridicules
biblical preaching, proving all things, contending for the faith and keeping the doctrine pure rather than turning to fables.
I don't see why Mr. Gleaves didn't
finish the story by telling us where John
went after leaving Stonehenge. Did he become a Catholic priest? An Episcopalian
priest? A Methodist pastor? He should, for
these poeple have left doctrinal sermons a
long time ago, although some of their doctrine was perverted, and turned to the curMISSION

rent issues. Let John go and walk the maze
with them. Perhaps · after walking with them
for awhile, he will see the churches of Christ
were not as far from the real issues of life
as he thought!
I hold no hatred for John, brother
Gleaves, the editors of MISSION or any contributing writer. However, if the church of
Christ is so moribund, why don't people
like John, brother Gleaves and others leave
it and find a "live" church like the Methodist, Presbyterian, etc.?
Ray Hawk
Memphis, Tenn.

The Arts ...

a total loss

Dear Editors:
In the opinion of this country-boy the article ... "Responding Through 'The Arts' "
[August, 1968] was a waste of space that
could have been used for something worthwhile.
Here is one vote for letting that be the
last of that kind of nonsense for a long
while to come. That the playwright Inge
( or any other playwright) had a "word of
God" is too much for me.
Let me emphasize that I have no desire
to compel any writer to adhere to a "party
line" and certainly reasonable dissent can
be most profitable. Furthermore, I find great
profit and basis for thought in many writings with which I disagree, but I find no
"redeeming virtue" in this one. In short, it
was a total loss.
Gaylord Cook
Groom, Texas

The Humanities
Dear Editors:
I had to write and express my appreciation
for the new thrust of the last issue [ August,
1968 J: the emphasis on creativity and the
arts, particularly the book review of Jellema's series means that at last we have a
publication intellectually comprehensive and
articulate which can put Christianity into its
NOVEMBER
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proper perspective. Certainly, the implied
position of your editorial board is correctwe do not lose our soundness when we relate religion to all human activity, especially
those more noble endeavors generally referred to as "the humanities." In fact, it
seems to me that if our religion cannot be
calibrated by other earnest attempts to take
the measure of man and if it cannot he
related to every aspect of human life, it is
in no wise comparable to the religion of the
first century brethren, certainly strangely
removed from the teachings of Christ . . .
William J. Cook, Jr.
Jacksonville, Ala.

Civil disobedience
Dear Editors:
In regard to bro. Rolfe Johnson's article
in the August issue of MISSION, "The Morality of Civil Disobedience," I must take issue
with some of his conclusions. I take "civil
disobedience" to mean the deliberate violation of civil laws enacted by elected officials.
Unless such laws themselves violate the law
of God, my New Testament teaches me that
we are expected by God to obey them and
whether or not we particularly agree with
them is not an issue (Acts 5:29; cf. Romans
13: 1-7; 1 Peter 2: 13-17). Bro. Johnson's
use of scripture to justify his position leaves
much to be desired . The Exodus event in
which God directly intervened on behalf of
Israel is hardly a parallel to civil disobedience on the part of people today. The
flight to Egypt by Jesus' parents to escape
Herod's edict in no way parallels present
day situations in this country. The legalism
of the Pharisees had to do with a perverted
view of God's law of the Old Testament
and had no application to observance of the
civil laws of the Roman empire. Bro. Johnson states that "non-violent civil disobedience was encouraged and practiced by
Christ and first-century disciples." May I
ask, where in scripture do you find proof
for such an assertion? When Paul told
slaves to take liberty if they had the chance,
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the context clearly shows that he had no
reference whatever to the breakiqg of civil
laws (1 Corinthians 7: 17-24; cf. Philemon
8-20; Colossians 4:22-25). When Paul
went to prison, he was in no way guilty of
civil disobeqience. Just produce one passage
of scripture that ~ould so indicate. When
Christ defied the Pharisee's traditions, he
was not guilty of civil disobedience, any
more than we are guilty of civil disobedience
today when we refuse to be bound in religion by human traditions.
Bro. Johnson in no way shows a scriptural "precedent for the Christian's involvement in acts of civil disobedience." I'm in
agreement with his sympathies for people
whose civil rights have been denied, but I
can't see where he established any scriptural
grounds for civil disobedience in our present
day situation. Civil rights are guaranteed
under our present civil laws. So far as a
Christian or any other citizen is concerned,
he has recourse to the courts of our land
to correct injustices. Deliberate violation of
laws we consider "unjust" is not necessary
in order to do something about such injustices. As a lawyer, Bro. Johnson should
know this. If any law makes it impossible
for me to be loyal to Christ, then Christ
must take precedence over the law. But
Bro. Johnson goes too far in advocating
civil disobedience, and he misuses scripture
to establish his "proofs" . . .
James Montgomery
Kilgore, Texas
Response: Mr. Montgomery, paradoxically,
agrees precisely with the thesis of the article
challenged by him when he opines that : "If
any law makes it impossible for me to be
loyal to Christ, t.hen Christ must take precedence over the law." His difficulty in finding
scriptural precedent for his view arises from
an apparent misunderstanding of the nature
of the constituted legal authority and civil
law of the biblical setting. The clue is found
in his definition of "civil disobedience"
which limited civil laws to those enacted by
elected officials. Clearly, an injunction or
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order of a local, appointed judicial or administrative official is as much a part of
our civil law as the Taft-Hartley Act.
Similarly, the Roman government of the
first century reposed authority over local
civil affairs in provincial governing bodies
such as the Sanhedrin . Thus, the repeated
refusal of the Apostles to obey the edict of
the Sanhedrin (Acts 4: 19, 20; 5:27-32)
were clear instances of civil disobedience,
even as the Israelites refused to obey Pharaoh, and Joseph and Mary avoided the infanticidal order of Herod, etc.
Moreover, the Jewish historian will observe that Jewish religious practices were
an integral part of their civil law tradition.
Accordingly, when Christ healed and sanctioned corn picking on the Sabbath . (Matthew 12: 1-14), he deliberately chose civil
disobedience as a means of demonstrating
mercy which the Pharisees had overlooked
( Matthew 23: 23).
While proclaiming Christ in Philippi,
Paul and Silas were properly charged with
violating Roman law and advocating illegal
activities as recorded in Acts 16. The power
and practice of divination, which Paul removed from the slave girl (Acts 16: 16-18)
was deeply rooted in Roman law and custom. Later Roman laws challenged Christian practices more directly and acts of civil
disobedience among the followers of Christ
became well-known. For example, capital
punishment was ordered for persons who
refused to curse Christ and worship pagan
deities. Christians who disobeyed these
orders and suffered martyrdom had a profound effect on observers; their faith
prompted numerous conversions.
The Christian certainly has no license to
disregard civil authority or laws of which
he only disapproves. However, when constituted order and ordinance are antithetical
to Christian conduct, the disciple has no
choice but to "obey God rather than men."
If the law forbids Sunday worship, then
Mr. Montgomery and I would probably
agree to disobey the law. But personal loyalty to Christ may conflict with other laws
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as weJl, e.g. segregation laws. It merely begs
the question to suggest that unjust laws
may be challenged in our courts , for one
has no justifiable interest in or standing to
challenge an unjust law under our system
of jurisprudence until he has been charged
with violating it.
It is not my purpose merely to show that
the early disciples were law-breakers;
rather , it is to suggest the courageous manner in which they handled the inevitable
tension between man-made ordinance and
divine instruction , i.e. their superior loyalty
to their Christian priesthood.
J. Rolfe Johnson
Houston , Texas

Enough do-gooders
Dear Editors:
...
Robert Kennedy [Sept., 1968] , like
his brother John , was a socialist. And
wasn 't King photographed at the communist
Monteagle School in Tennessee , with known
communists? When he was killed, he was

in Memphis urging the garbage workers to
defy the law as he had done many times.
To only obey the laws that please you is
hardly a Christian attitude. While their
murders were deplorable , neither was a
great American hero to me. Neither is Gene
McCarthy , who wants to recognize and
establish free trade and exchange with Godless Red China , and to pull out of Vietnam ,
surrendering southeast Asia to communism.
Your magazine is clearly not for me. I
see enough bleeding-heart do-gooders in the
mass news media without your magazine.
John Segrest
Huntsville , Ala.

Thoughtful
Dear Editors:
Thank you for including in your journal
Thomas A. Langford 's very thoughtful
article on Senator Robert F . Kennedy . The
point Mr. Langford makes has been needed
in the Church of Christ for sometime . . .
Paul A. Parrish
Houston , Texas

There once was a church in the city,
That boasted a building so pretty.
Then some poor folks moved near.
What came next should be clearThat now there's no church in the city.
-Lynn D. Nelson
NOVEMBER

1968
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From "The Meaning of the Incarnation" by Don H. McGaughey:
" . . . the Christmas season when properly understood , speaks of the
incarnation of God-th e gracious self moving of God into the lives of
men to summon them to the realization of their potentialities , to summon
them to the Kingdom of God . . . "
--------------------
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